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A. Essay-type Question   
1. (a)  “During the second half of the 19th century, China’s international status was getting low, 

but Japan’s international status was getting high.”  Elaborate this statement with relevant 
examples.               (10 marks) 

(b)  Give reasons to explain why the phenomenon mentioned in (a) happened.   
                (20 marks) 

 

B. Target group 
F. 5 A, B students (from a band 2 secondary school) 

 

C. Coverage:   
This question covers the Chinese and Japanese history in the 19th century, and fits into the syllabus 
topics 8 and 9 of the HKCEE. 

 

 

D. Marking Guideline  
 

(i) general 

Range of Marks Criteria  Grade 

(Max.20) (max. 10) 

--Showing a clear understanding of the significance of the 
question; 

--Balanced contents, with appropriate and effective use of 
relevant materials; 

--well-organized, clearly presented and fluent 

 

A 18-20 9-10 

B 16-17 8 --Showing an awareness of the significance of the question; 

--Fairly balanced contents, with reasonably accurate use of 
relevant materials; 

--Quite well organized, understandable and quite fluent. 

 

C 14-15 7 

D 12-13 6 --Showing a general understanding of the question; 

--Generally descriptive in presentation, and containing some 
irrelevant or wrong material; 

--Now-well organized, but quite understandable. 

 

E 10-11 5 
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E/F 10-11 4 --Showing inadequate understanding of the question, with little 
distinction made between relevant and irrelevant material; 

--Containing few relevant and important facts 

--poorly organized and barely understandable, with conspicuous 
mistakes in writing or spelling personal and place names 

  

F 5-8 3 

--Showing little understanding of the question, with no 
distinction made between relevant and irrelevant material; 

--Containing very few relevant facts; 

--Very poorly organized and difficult to understand, with 
annoying mistakes in writing /spelling important personal and 
place names. 

 

U 0-4 0-2 

 

 

(ii)  `particularly on Question 1 

 

Q.1 (a) Examples to support the statement  [10 marks] 

 

Students are expected to cite relevant examples to support that China’s international 
status was getting low, but Japan’s international status was getting high, during the 
second half of the nineteenth century.   

In the part of China, reference could be made to the wars such as the Second 
Opium War, the Sino-French War, the Sino-Japanese War and the Scramble for 
Concession… etc. In the part of Japan, reference could be made to the Japanese 
expansion from the Ryukyu Incident to the Scramble for Concession. 

   

 (b) Reasons for the situation as mentioned in (a) happened. [20 marks] 

 

  Possible reasons might include: 

?? the quality of leadership; 

?? the effectiveness of the strengthening movements; 

?? the changing of international circumstances; 

?? the general conditions  

NB:  candidates who only discuss from either internal or external aspect could score not higher than 
12 marks. 
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E. Samples of students’ test answers.  
 

Section A.   Short version (listing only the main ideas of the work)    

i. Student A  

    

  During in 1850-1899, China’s international status was getting low, but Japan’s international 
status was getting high.  China was starting low of international status when she defeated some 
wars.  After Japan defeated in coming of perry, she was getting strong country in 1850-99.  
Because Japan had a successful modernization and won some wars.  But China was failure her 
reform (SSM, HDR) and some wars.  In the following I will explain this. 

   

  In China, she failure the second opium War…  defeated in Sino-French War in 1884-1885... she 
defeated in Sino-Japanese War…  the treaty of Shimonoseki,… the Scramble for Concession in 
1898. … showed China’s international status was getting low in 1850-1889.  

 In Japan, … .She won in the Sino-Japanese…  the treaty of Shimonoseki… .. Scramble for 
Concession..showed…  had a high international status. 

 

  Why did China was getting low of international’s status in 1850-1899.  Because she failure to 
solve the external and internal problems in 1850-1899.  International… .the Taiping rebellion and 
some natural disaster led the country weak.  … . failure the SSM and HDR.  … . she hadn’t 
power fight to foreign.  In external, defeated in the Second Opium War…  defeated in Sino-French 
War in 1884 … After, she defeated in Sino-Japanese War in 1894…  China didn’t protect Korea.  
This bought a large national shame.  In 1898, the Scramble for Concession… . Finally, her reform 
(SSM, HDR) were failure. …  had not capital and strong army.    

 

  Why did Japan was getting high of international’s status.  ..Her modernization successful gave 
Japan had a strong army and the better economic.  …  backup Japan win in war.. got the Kurile 
Island in 1875… . the Liuqiu Island.  Industrialization successful gave the military strong… . she win 
the Sino-Japanese War… . good army by Yamagata brought her win… gain some influence sphere in 
Scramble for Concession in 1898.  Then…  suppress her rebellion when.. started the 
modernization.     

 

 To conclude, in the 19th century, China declined but Japan rose as a world power.  This was 
caused by mainly the success or failure of the reform movement and victory or defeat in foreign 
wars. 
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(ii) Student B 

 

 

  “During the second half of the nineteenth century, China’s international status was getting low, 
but Japan’s international status was getting high.” In the following I would like to give some examples 
to support this statement and tell you why did the situation happen. 

 

(a)  To the china, China was defeated in two Anglo Wars…  after the Sino-Japanese War, … the 
scramble for concession…  the invasion of Expedition…  the First World War in the Paris Peace 
Conference, failed to abolish all the unequal treaties with the defeated countries…  how the low 
international status the China has.  

  To the Japan, .. 1894, she defeated China in the Sino-Japanese War, and signing of 
Shomonseki,.. same privilege of western in china… in 1902 Anglo-Japanese alliance…  victory of 
Russo-Japanese War…  WWI in the Paris Peace Conference.. recognised to a world power…  the 
member of four permanent in the League of Nation. …  have a high international status. 

 

(b)  To the China, the Sino-Japanese War would be discussed first, …  treaty of Shinoseki, . foreign 
economical and political aggression.  Secondly, the defeated on Sino-Japanese War diectly led to 
the Scramble for Concession, … .China become a semi-colonial of the West.  Thirdly, the failure of 
Cixi to held the Boxer Uprising  Fourly, the intervene of the First World War, … … … … …  shown 
that the international status of China was very low, same as the defeated countries, didn’t have the 
right to speech. 

  

 To the Japanese, her international status was rising during the second half of the nineteenth 
century,  Firstly, there was the Sino-Japanese War, … . made her to have …  that same as the 
western have on China. Secondly, the Anglo-Japanese alliance in 1902, … was respect by the west.  
Thirdly, the Russo-Japanese War, … . more respect by the West...  Fourly, the allies to revenge 
Germany,… .. replace the dominent power in China, Bog Five, … .. The Washington Conference, .. 

 

  All in all, Japan international status was getting high, but China was getting low in the second 
half of the nineteenth century because of many reasons, like the foreign help and war. 

 

 

Section B. Full version (the complete work)    

i. Student A  

    

  During in 1850-1899, China’s international status was getting low, but Japan’s international 
status was getting high.  China was starting low of international status when she defeated some 
wars.  After Japan defeated in coming of perry, she was getting strong country in 1850-99.  
Because Japan had a successful modernization and won some wars.  But China was failure her 
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reform (SSM, HDR) and some wars.  In the following I will explain this. 

   

  In China, she failure the second opium War and she signed the treaty of Nanjing.  She start the 
getting low of international status.  Then, she was defeated in Sino-French War in 1884-1885.  
She lost some territories by foreign (Britain, France).  There showed China’s international status 
was getting low.  Another, she defeated in Sino-Japanese War.  Importantly, she was defeated by 
a small Asia’s country and signed the treaty of Shimonoseki,  This showed her weak.  Also, the 
Scramble for Concession in 1898.  China was destroyed by foreign.  There facts showed China’s 
international status was getting low in 1850-1889.  

 In Japan, although, Japan had a national shame when coming of perry and the treaty of Edo.  
But she was successful her modernization and industrialization.  Therefore, she had strong power.  
She won in the Sino-Japanese.  She signed the treaty of Shimonoseki.  She had a equal right of 
foreign in China.  This showed Japan’s international status was getting high.  Then, Japan and 
influence sphere in Scramble for Concession.  That showed she also had a high international status 
when she and foreign also gain interests. 

 

  Why did China was getting low of international’s status in 1850-1899.  Because she failure to 
solve the external and internal problems in 1850-1899.  In international, the Taiping rebellion and 
some natural disaster led the country weak.  Then, China was failure the SSM and HDR.  The 
Cixi and Guangxu conflicted.  There were led the country weak.  Therefore, the foreign was 
easily occupied China.  This led the China’s international status was getting low.  Because she 
hadn’t power tight to foreign.  In external, she defeated in the Second Opium War and signed 
national shame with Chinese.  She defeated in Sino-French War in 1884 and lost some territories 
by foreign.  There led China’s international status was getting low in 1850-1899.  After, she 
defeated in Sino-Japanese War in 1894 and signed the treaty of Shimonoski.  Japan gained the 
sperial rights in China.  China didn’t protect Korea.  This bought a large national shame.  In 
1898, the Scramble for Concession broke out.  China was got by some foreign power,  This 
brought a large economic destroy.  Finally, her reform (SSM, HDR) were failure.  So, she hadn’t 
a power to fight for foreign.  Because she had not capital and strong army.  Therefore, China’s 
international status was getting low in 1850-99 when she defeated some war and signed some 
unequal treaties.  This bought a large international shame to Chinese. 

  Why did Japan was getting high of international’s status.  Because she was successful her 
modernization and industrialization after the coming of Perry and treaty of Edo.  Her modernization 
successful gave Japan had a strong army and the better economic.  This was backup Japan win in 
war.  Japan got the Kurile Island in 1875 from Russia and hot the Liuqiu Island from China.  This 
brought a glory.  Her industrialization successful gave the military strong.  Them, Japan successful 
in some diplomic. Also, she win the Sino-Japanese War.  This showed her power and the 
successful of modernization.  Because the good army by Yamagata brought her win.  Then, 
foreign saw Japan had a great power.  Therefore, Japan should be gian some influence sphere in 
Scramble for Concession in 1898.  Then, she was suppress her rebellion when she started the 
modernization.  Therefore, this bought a good condition to Japan for high international status.   

 To conclude, in the 19th century, China declined but Japan rose as a world power.  This was 
caused by mainly the success or failure of the reform movement and victory or defeat in foreign 
wars. 
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(ii) Student B 

 

 

  “During the second half of the nineteenth century, China’s international status was getting low, 
but Japan’s international status was getting high.” In the following I would like to give some examples 
to support this statement and tell you why did the situation happen. 

 

(b)  To the china, before the 1960, China was defeated in two Anglo Wars and signing the unequal 
treaties, at that tom their status wasn’t very low, but after the Sino-Japanese War, that she was 
defeated by a small asian country.  This exploit her weakness and that led to the scramble for 
concession, her status was lower and lower, and the boxer uprising held by Cixi also shown their 
weakness and it just led to the invasion of Expedition, the low international status of China was 
shown after the First World War in the Paris Peace Conference, that she was one of the victory, so 
she wanted to abolished all the unequal treaties with the defeated countries, but she was failed to do 
this and their request was reject by the western countries, and it was clearly shown that how the low 
international status the China has.  

  To the Japan, at the early 19th century, Japan status was very low, e.g. the coming of Perry and 
the signing of Edo.  It just a small asian country in the eyes of the western countries, but in 1894, 
she defeated China in the Sino-Japanese War, and signing of Shomonseki, made she have the same 
privilege of western in china, and in 1902, she signed the Anglo-Japanese alliance, it shown that her 
power is rising that she can signed the alliance with western and abolish the unequal treaties.  The 
victory of Russo-Japanese War, was really surprise the west, that she can defeat a western country, 
and this attract the western attention.  The most important is after WWI in the Paris Peace 
Conference.  She was recognised to a world power by the western country, she can be a member 
of the Big Five with Britain, USA, Italy and France, and also the member of four permanent in the 
League of Nation. And at that time she is already have a high international status. 

  To the China, the Sino-Japanese War would be discussed first, that she was defeated by a 
small asian country, and this exploited her weakness, because of the treaty of Shinoseki, she need to 
pay indemnity to Japan, so she need to borrow loan from the West and its started the foreign 
economical and political aggression.  Secondly, the defeated on Sino-Japanese War diectly led to 
the Scramble for Concession, that the war shown the weakness of China, then the western countries 
started to partition China, and China become a semi-colonial of the West, at that time China was a 
low status.  Thirdly, the failure of Cixi to held the Boxer Uprising, it led to a chance for the Allied to 
invasion China, and sign of the Treaty Protocol, also the let of the Western countries to stationed in 
Chinese important cities, shown China was not respect by the West.  Fourly, the intervene of the 
First World War, at first China was to abolish the unequal treaties and to raise her international 
prestige and status, also to diver the internal discontent, she entered the allies in the First World War, 
but she was very disappointed, becaue in the Paris Peace Conference China should have the right to 
sbolished the unequal treaties with the Centre Power and also to pick back the right in Shandong, 
but the request by China was totally rejected by the Western countries, that it shown that although 
China was one of the victory power, she still don’t have the power to abolished the unequal treaties, 
shown that the international status of China was very low, even same as the defeated countries, 
didn’t have the right to speech. 
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 To the Japanese, her international status was rising during the second half of the nineteenth 
century,  Firstly, there was the Sino-Japanese War, because of the raw material and oversea 
market in China, she held the war with China, at last, she was won, and it attract the Western 
countries that a small asian country can defeat a big asian country, and the signing of the Treaty of 
Shinonoseki made her to have the favourable treatment, extra-territorial, that same as the western 
have on China. Secondly, the Anglo-Japanese alliance in 1902, that the alliance was sign with the 
western country, and can abolish the unqueal treaties, it shown her status was rising, and was 
respect by the west.  Thirdly, the Russo-Japanese War, becaue of the right in China, a war 
between Russia and Japan, at first all western countries thought that Russia myst won, but at last 
Japan was the winner and it was shock the West, and it led to have more respect by the West and it 
also rise to become a world power, not only the Asian power.  Fourly, the allies to revenge 
Germany, and it won and it help the Japan to a big power in Versailles Conference, she can replace 
the right of Germany in Shandong and Pacific, at that time, she was nearly replace the dominent 
power in China, and the war also help her become one the Bog Five, and also the four permanent 
member in LN.  The Washington Conference, was held to discuss the new order, and also keep 
peace of East Asia and Pacific and Japan was the member, at that time she was recognised to be a 
World power not only the asian power, and her power was also conclidate. 

 

  All in all, Japan international status was getting high, but China was getting low in the second 
half of the nineteenth century because of many reasons, like the foreign help and war. 

NB: Student A (8+14=22 marks); Student B (4+5=9 marks) 
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F. Report  

 
Section A.  Background and objectives of setting this essay-type question 

 

  In setting this essay-type question of this project, many ideas did come up to my mind.  The 
first and foremost one was to set a question that could further strengthen my students’ analytical 
power in answering the essay-type question in the HKCEE.  In so doing, the designed essay-type 
question should be unprecedented. 

  Inasmuch as the Asian history is the most interested area of my students, an essay-type 
question about the Asian history is highly desirable.  With reference to the past HKCEE papers 
(1991-1999), the questions on this area mainly fall into three categories: first, the problems facing 
the Qing government and the subsequent solutions (1991, 1992, 1993, 1995, 1999); second, the 
reform movements of China or/and Japan (1992, 1993, 1997); and third, reasons and development 
of the rise of Japan as a world power (1992, 1994, 1998).   

  Seeing this, three new essay-type questions were designed, as follows:   

  The first one is about the problems facing China and Japan and their solutions in the 19th 
century ((a)What were the problems facing China and Japan in the middle of the 19th century? 
(b)Which one was more successful in solving these problems? Explain your answer with reference to 
the period up to 1912.);  

  The second one is about the reasons for and impact of the wars fought between China and 
Japan.(With reference to the First Sino-Japanese War 1894-5 and the Second Sino-Japanese War 
1937-45, explain: (a) Why the wars broke out; (b)Which one had a greater impact on China and 
Japan? Explain your answer.)  

  The third one is about the changing international status of China and Japan. (“During the 
second half of the 19th century, China’s international status was getting low, but Japan’s international 
status was getting high.”  (a) Elaborate this statement with relevant examples; (b) Give reasons to 
explain why the phenomenon mentioned in (a) happened.)       

 The third essay-type question was finally adopted due to two reasons: first, while the first and 
second ones focus either on the internal or the external development of the two countries, this third 
one requires the students to consider more to the changing international condition. Second, so far as 
I understand my students, this one is less possibly to be predicted before the test, which can really 
test their understanding of the Asian history and analytical power in writing essay-type question.   

   The objectives of this essay-typed question are as follows: 

1. To make students have a clearer understanding of the development of China and Japan 
during the second half of the 19th century. 

2. To make students have a clearer understanding of the relationship between internal and 
external development. 

3. To make students have a clearer understanding of the relationship between the European 
and Asian history.  

4. To widen students’ horizon in studying Asian history. 
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5. To train student’s analytical power. 

 

Section B. marks distribution and evaluation of their performance in the test 

 

  72 students took the test and the marks distribution is in the follows: 

 

A (27-30) 2 

B (24-26) 3 

C (21-23) 13 

D (18-20) 20 

E (15-17) 12 

F (7-14) 15 

U (0-6) 7 

 

 Performance as a whole was not very satisfactory.  The passing rate is 69% and the credit 
rate is only 25%.  Many students fell into some common errors: discussing at length China and 
Japan’s international status after 1900 (i.e. outside the scope of the question); discussing the failure 
of reform movement but with no linkage to the affected international status; making little or no 
reference to the changing international and Pacific situation which also affected the international 
status of the two countries; focusing too much on the first part but left the second part of the 
question inadequately answered; misspelling the names of significant events, places and persons. 
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G. Follow-up activities 
 

A group discussion (one lesson, with 40 minutes) was held, and the plan is as follows: 

Activities Time 

1. Divide the students into different groups (about 4 students in one group, ideally, at 
least one student who gained C or above in the test will be allocated in each group)  

 

(2 min.) 

2. Ask them to discuss how to answer the question in a much better way. One student 
should be responsible for working out the draft, another should be responsible for 
presentation)  

(10 min.) 

 

 

3. Ask any one group to present their draft to the class. (3 min.) 

 

4. Invite other groups to comment on the presentation. 

 

(3 min.) 

5. Distribute the marking guidelines and explain to students the requirements for a high 
sure in this essay-type question.. 

 

(5 min.) 

6. Distribute sample answers and students ask to mark the sample answers.  

 

(5 min.) 

7. Check if there are discrepancies in the marks given by the students and that by the 
teachers.  

 

(5 min.) 

8. Discuss the ways to improve essay-writing skills.  (5 min.) 

 

9. Ask them to, with reference to their discussion and the marking guidelines, write the 
question again. 

 

  

Students’ response towards the test and discussion 

  The students thought this test was a great challenge to them.  Simultaneously, the students 
agreed that they have learnt a good lesson from the test.  After a group discussion, they found that 
they could improve topics of study in the following aspects: (1) to think of  more possible questions 
about the examined chapters; (2) to work out a draft (with topic sentences and necessary materials) 
before the test; (3) to examine clearly the key terms of the essay-type question; (4) to pay serious 
attention to the organization of the essay. 
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H. Sample of students’ homework after the discussion 

 
Section A.   Short version (listing only the main ideas of the work)    

Student A  

 

  “During the second half of the nineteenth century, China’s international status was getting low, 
but Japan’s international status was getting high.” In the following I would like to support the above 
statement and explain why this situation happened. 

 

(a)  During the second half of the 19th century China’s international status was getting low.  
1858-60, … .the second Opium War, …  the Convention of Beijing and Treaty of Tianjin… .In 1885, 
there was the Sino-French War… ..In 1895…  defeated by Japan in the Sino-Japanese War.. Treaty 
of Shimonoseki was signed.  …  in 1897-8, there was the Scramble for Concessions,…  Fujian by 
Japan, and the Changjiang Valley by Britain.  China was nearly partitioned.  In addition, in 
1900… . Allied Expedition…  the Boxer Protocol was signed.  The international status of China 
sank to the bottom. 

  During the second half of the 19th century, Japan’s international status was getting high.  …  
Treaty of Kanagawa in 1854 and the Treaty of Edo…  the status of Japan low.  However…  In 
1871, Japan had formal diplomatic relationship with China.  In 1875…  the settlement of Kurile 
Island with Russia.  In 1879… annexed the Liuqiu islands.  In 1895…  won in the Sino-Japanese 
War… the Treaty of Shimonoseki.  .. Asian Big Brother.  … .took part with the European 
countries in the Scramble for Concessions in 1897-99… got Fujian. …  her international status was 
really getting high. 

 

(b)  I would like to talk about why this situation happened in the following.  In China, her 
international status was getting low was due to both internal and external factors.  Internally, there 
was the incapable leaders and the failed reform movement which made China weak and therefore 
lowered the international status.  To the incapable leadership… … .. made … . the 
Self-strengthening Movement, Hundred Days Reform and the Late Qing Reform failed.  … .China 
remained a backward agricultural… . not has strong military power… not match to the European 
countries in economic and especially in military… .  So she was repeatedly defeated in many foreign 
wars… .China’s international status was lower and lower. 

  Externally, the change in international circumstances also explain why China was low in the 
international status.  China was big and rich in raw materials… attractive to the European 
powers …  Japan, the countries which were industrialized… sought for economic interests and they 
wanted to get more raw materials.  So… .many aggressions especially to China.  Moreover, the 
rise of Japan…  became strong and attacked China repeatedly.  However, no one stopped 
her … ..  … .. unequal treaties also made China weak… … .So, the external pressure also made 
China’s international status lower and lower.   

 Concerning the reasons for the rise of Japan in international status, it was mainly due to both 
internal and external factors.  Internally, the capable leadership and the successful reform … . the 
leaders such as … ..The successful educational reform… . facilitated the military reform.  The 
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successful military reform surely made her expand successfully ..Also, with successful industrial 
development which…  helped increase her international status. … her international status rose. 

  Externally, the small size and insufficient supply of raw material also reduced her attractiveness 
to the European powers.  Japan was by no means a target of European expansion.  … .bigger 
chance for Japan to strengthen herself and increase her international status.  … ..the decline of 
China..gave Japan a good chance… . favourable international condition really helped her rise. 

 

  To conclude, the 19th century was a turning point in Asian country because it witnessed the 
international status of Japan changed from low to high, and that of China changed from high to low.   
Such changes were made by both internal factors such as the leadership and effectiveness of reform 
movement, and external factors such as the European powers’ aggression.   

 

 

Section B. Full version (the complete work)    

Student A  

 

  “During the second half of the nineteenth century, China’s international status was getting low, 
but Japan’s international status was getting high.” In the following I would like to support the above 
statement and explain why this situation happened. 

 

(a)  During the second half of the 19th century China’s international status was getting low.  In 
1858-60, there was the second Opium War, China was defeated and the Convention of Beijing and 
Treaty of Tianjin were signed.  After this event, the international status of China became low.  In 
1885, there was the Sino-French War, once again, China was defeated, it showed the weakness of 
China.  In 1895, China was defeated by Japan in the Sino-Japanese War, and the shameful Treaty 
of Shimonoseki was signed.  This time, China was defeated by an Asian country but not an 
European power, it made the international status of China became further lower.  Moreover, in 
1897-8, there was the Scramble for Concessions, Many powers got the sphere of influences in 
China, such as Fujian by Japan, and the Changjiang Valley by Britain.  China was nearly 
partitioned.  In addition, in 1900, there was the Allied Expedition, eight countries attacked China 
and China was totally defeated.  Subsequently, the Boxer Protocol was signed.  The international 
status of China sank to the bottom. 

 During the second half of the 19th century, Japan’s international status was getting high.  After 
the coming of Perry in, there was the Treaty of Kanagawa in 1854 and the Treaty of Edo in 1858 
respectively.  It made the status of Japan low.  However, after the Meiji Modernization, Japan 
quickly became a strong power.  In 1871, Japan had formal diplomatic relationship with China.  
In 1875, there was the settlement of Kurile Island with Russia.  In 1879, Japan even annexed the 
Liuqiu islands.  In 1895, Japan won in the Sino-Japanese War and gained a lot of profit in the 
Treaty of Shimonoseki.  Japan became an Asian Big Brother.  Many countries respected h er.  
Once more, Japan even took part with the European countries in the Scramble for Concessions in 
1897-99 and she got Fujian. This showed that her international status was really getting high. 
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(b)  I would like to talk about why this situation happened in the following.  In China, her 
international status was getting low was due to both internal and external factors.  Internally, there 
was the incapable leaders and the failed reform movement which made China weak and therefore 
lowered the international status.  To the incapable leadership, there were the Empress Cixi, Li 
Hongzhang, Kang Youwei and Liang Qichao..etc.  Cixi misused the naval fund to build the Summer 
Palace while Li Hongzhang was corrupted, and Kang and Liang were inexperienced.  The officials 
were corrupt, conservative and short-sighted.  All these made the reform movements such as the 
Self-strengthening Movement, Hundred Days Reform and the Late Qing Reform failed.  After 
these reform movement, China remained a backward agricultural country and did not has strong 
military power.  It could not match to the European countries in economic and especially in military 
strengthen.  So she was repeatedly defeated in many foreign wars such as the Sino-French War 
and the Sino-Japanese War.  The foreign powers then made this good chance to attack China and 
therefore China’s international status was lower and lower. 

 I would like to talk about why this situation happened in the following.  In China, her 
international status was getting low was due to both internal and external factors Externally, the 
change in international circumstances also explain why China was low in the international status.  
China was big and rich in raw materials, this was attractive to the European powers and also Japan, 
the countries which were industrialized. They sought for economic interests and they wanted to get 
more raw materials.  So, there are many aggressions especially to China.  Moreover, the rise of 
Japan also explained why the international status of China remained low.  After the Meiji 
Modernization, Japan became strong and attacked China repeatedly.  However, no one stopped 
her and made China’s Self-Strengthening Movement failed.  The European powers then made use 
of the defeat of China to demand more and more.  Also, the unequal treaties also made China 
weak and unstable to strengthen herself to resist against foreign aggression and to increase her 
international status again.  So, the external pressure also made China’s international status lower 
and lower.   

 Concerning the reasons for the rise of Japan in international status, it was mainly due to both 
internal and external factors.  Internally, the capable leadership and the successful reform made 
Japan strong and subsequently her international status rose and rose.  In Japan, the leaders such as 
Ito Hirobumi and Yamagata Aritomo were far-sighted and they had clear plan and objectives.  
Moreover, they united together.  They were also wise enough to carry out the Meiji Modernization 
to strengthen Japan.  It took part in many aspects such as social, political, educational, economical, 
political and military and in every aspect they achieved a lot.  The successful educational reform 
united all the Japanese which facilitated the military reform.  The successful military reform surely 
made her expand successfully (such as the Sino-Japanese War) and rose her international status.  
Also, with successful industrial development which could be compatible to the European powers, 
the European countries also respected Japan and helped increase her international status. In short, 
with successful modernization, Japan in the eyes of European powers changed to a modernized, 
civilized and powerful country. Hence her international status rose. 

  Externally, the small size and insufficient supply of raw material also reduced her attractiveness 
to the European powers.  Hence, Japan was by no means a target of European expansion.  This 
made less aggression to Japan and hence a bigger chance for Japan to strengthen herself and 
increase her international status.  Moreover, the decline of China also gave Japan a good chance to 
first rose up as an Asian power.  To Japan, the favourable international condition really helped her 
rise. 
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  To conclude, the 19th century was a turning point in Asian country because it witnessed the 
international status of Japan changed from low to high, and that of China changed from high to low.   
Such changes were made by both internal factors such as the leadership and effectiveness of reform 
movement, and external factors such as the European powers’ aggression.   

 

NB: Student (9+18=27 marks) 
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I. Report of students’ performance in the homework 
 

 72 students submitted their homework and the marks distribution is in the follows: 

 

A (27-30) 10 

B (24-26) 18 

C (21-23) 29 

D (18-20) 12 

E (15-17) 3 

F (7-14) 0 

U (0-6) 0 

 

   Performance was good. The passing rate and the credit rate are 100% and 79% respectively.  
This shows that a majority of students truly understood the requirement of this essay-type question.  
Still, a small number of students commit the following TWO mistakes: discussing China and Japan’s 
international status after 1900 (i.e. outside the scope of the question); focusing too much on the first 
part but left the second part of the question inadequately answered. 

  The 15 students gained Grade D or below were asked to write this essay-type question again 
after the school.  Finally, they all gained Grade C or above. 
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J. Recommendation  

 
   The objectives of this project were achieved.  Although the students once complained about 
the difficulties faced and time spent (about 6 hours, including test, discussion and doing homework), 
surprisingly they highly appreciated the test, subsequent discussion and homework.  As they told 
me in the lesson, they understood much better about the existing syllabus especially the Asian history.  
They wondered there are still much room to be explored in the existing syllabus.  They also 
understood clearly the marking guidelines in general.  A majority of them showed they would be 
more confident and skillful in writing essay-type question.  A few of them (about 14 in 5A, 12 in 
5B) even have organized study groups to set and to discuss the essay-type questions.  

   Although the target group of this project was restricted to the F.5 students, similar exercises 
could be conducted with the F.4 students once they learned the skill of writing essay-type question 
and finished one or two essay-writing exercises.  For sure, the essay-typed question should be set 
in a more direct way.  (For example, (a) What were the aims of  Meiji Modernization as reflected 
in the 1868 Charter Oath ? (b) To what extent were these aims achieved in the period up to 1912? 
Explain your answer.)  

    In teaching, there is one common saying that “you tell the students, they forget; you show 
them, they remember; YOU INVOLVE THEM, THEY UNDERSTAND”. This project reflects the 
validity of this saying.  It is hoped that through this project or the similar exercises, our history 
students can understand essay-writing skill and the existing syllabus in a much better way, and more 
importantly, enjoy themselves in the process of learning.  
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K. Worksheets 
For Teacher 

Essay-type question 

 

 

 

 

 

Exercise 1 

Part A  10%  
(15 minutes, 10 minutes for discussion, 5 minutes for checking answers.) 
 China Japan 

Keyword Elaborate, relevant examples, second half of the 19th century, 
international status… etc. 

Argument Support the statement 

Time span The second half of the 19th century: 1850-1900 

Evidence 

 

 

 

 

 

1858-60: Second Opium War and the 
Convention of Beijing   

1885:Sino-French War 

1895:Sino-Japanese War and the 
Treaty of Shimonoseki 

1897-99: Scramble for Concessions 

1900: Allied Expedition 

1854:Coming of Perry 

1871:formal diplomatic relationship 
with China 

1875: Kurile Island Issue 

1879:annexed the Liuqiu    
Islands 

1895:Sino-Japanese War 

1897-99: gained Fujian as the 
sphere of influence 

1900:Allied Expedition. 

Topic sentences  During the second half of the 19th 
century, China’s international status 
was getting lower. 

 During the second half of the 
19th century, Japan’s international 
status was getting high. 

 

1. (a)  “During the second half of the 19th century, China’s international status was getting low, 
but Japan’s international status was getting high.”  Elaborate this statement with relevant 
examples.               (10 marks) 

(b)  Give reasons to explain why the phenomenon mentioned in (a) happened.   
                (20 marks) 
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Part B  20% 
(25 minutes, 15 minutes for discussion, 10 minutes for checking answers.) 

 China Japan 

Keywords Give reasons, mentioned in (a) happened. 

Leadership: incapable 

e.g. Cixi, Li Hongzhang, Guangxu, 
Kang Youwei, Liang Qichao… etc. 

Leadership: capable 

e.g.   Emperor Meiji, Ito Hirobumi, 
Yamagata Aritomo..etc. 

Evidence: 
internal 

Reform: failure 

e.g. the full names led to weak 
economic and military power 

Reform: success  

e.g. the Meiji Modernization, led to 
strong military and economic power, 
Japanese unity…  

Foreign wars: defeat 

e.g. Sino-French War, Sino-Japanese 
War… . 

Foreign wars: victory 

e.g. Sino-Japanese War 

Evidence: 
external 

General conditions: 

Geographically large (Big markets) and 
very rich in raw materials, so was very 
attractive to the European industrialized 
Powers in the age of New Imperialism. 

General conditions: 

Geographically small (Small markets) 
and not rich in raw materials, so was 
not very attractive to the European 
industrialized Powers in the age of 
New Imperialism. 

 Neighboring country: strong 

e.g. Japan was expanding, no Powers 
to stop her, so the circumstance was 
not favourable to China in getting high 
international status. 

Neighboring country: weak 

e.g. China was declining, provided a 
good chance for Japanese expansion, 
so the circumstance was favourable to 
Japan in getting high international 
status. 

 I would like to talk about why this 
situation happened in the following.  
In China, her international status was 
getting low was due to both internal 
and external factors. Internally…   

Concerning the reasons for the rise of 
Japan in international status, it was 
mainly due to both internal and external 
factors.  Internally… . 

Topic sentences 

Externally, the changes in international 
circumstances also explain why China 
was low in the international status. 

Externally, the small size and 
insufficient supply of raw material also 
made Japan less likely to be 
encroached by the European powers 
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Exercise 2 

Sample Papers: Students A and B 
*teacher can choose the short version from Section E of this project  

(20 minutes for studying the samples and discussing the questions, another 20 
minutes for checking the answers.) 

 

Study the following essays from Students A and B, and then answer the following 
questions. 

i. Student A  

    During in 1850-1899, China’s international status was getting low, but Japan’s international 
status was getting high.  China was starting low of international status when she defeated some 
wars.  After Japan defeated in coming of perry, she was getting strong country in 1850-99.  
Because Japan had a successful modernization and won some wars.  But China was failure her 
reform (SSM, HDR) and some wars.  In the following I will explain this. 

   

  In China, she failure the second opium War and she signed the treaty of Nanjing.  She start the 
getting low of international status.  Then, she was defeated in Sino-French War in 1884-1885.  
She lost some territories by foreign (Britain, France).  There showed China’s international status 
was getting low.  Another, she defeated in Sino-Japanese War.  Importantly, she was defeated by 
a small Asia’s country and signed the treaty of Shimonoseki,  This showed her weak.  Also, the 
Scramble for Concession in 1898.  China was destroyed by foreign.  There facts showed China’s 
international status was getting low in 1850-1889.  

 In Japan, although, Japan had a national shame when coming of perry and the treaty of Edo.  
But she was successful her modernization and industrialization.  Therefore, she had strong power.  
She won in the Sino-Japanese.  She signed the treaty of Shimonoseki.  She had a equal right of 
foreign in China.  This showed Japan’s international status was getting high.  Then, Japan and 
influence sphere in Scramble for Concession.  That showed she also had a high international status 
when she and foreign also gain interests. 

 

  Why did China was getting low of international’s status in 1850-1899.  Because she failure to 
solve the external and internal problems in 1850-1899.  In international, the Taiping rebellion and 
some natural disaster led the country weak.  Then, China was failure the SSM and HDR.  The 
Cixi and Guangxu conflicted.  There were led the country weak.  Therefore, the foreign was 
easily occupied China.  This led the China’s international status was getting low.  Because she 
hadn’t power tight to foreign.  In external, she defeated in the Second Opium War and signed 
national shame with Chinese.  She defeated in Sino-French War in 1884 and lost some territories 
by foreign.  There led China’s international status was getting low in 1850-1899.  After, she 
defeated in Sino-Japanese War in 1894 and signed the treaty of Shimonoski.  Japan gained the 
sperial rights in China.  China didn’t protect Korea.  This bought a large national shame.  In 
1898, the Scramble for Concession broke out.  China was got by some foreign power,  This 
brought a large economic destroy.  Finally, her reform (SSM, HDR) were failure.  So, she hadn’t 
a power to fight for foreign.  Because she had not capital and strong army.  Therefore, China’s 
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international status was getting low in 1850-99 when she defeated some war and signed some 
unequal treaties.  This bought a large international shame to Chinese. 

  Why did Japan was getting high of international’s status.  Because she was successful her 
modernization and industrialization after the coming of Perry and treaty of Edo.  Her modernization 
successful gave Japan had a strong army and the better economic.  This was backup Japan win in 
war.  Japan got the Kurile Island in 1875 from Russia and hot the Liuqiu Island from China.  This 
brought a glory.  Her industrialization successful gave the military strong.  Them, Japan successful 
in some diplomic. Also, she win the Sino-Japanese War.  This showed her power and the 
successful of modernization.  Because the good army by Yamagata brought her win.  Then, 
foreign saw Japan had a great power.  Therefore, Japan should be gian some influence sphere in 
Scramble for Concession in 1898.  Then, she was suppress her rebellion when she started the 
modernization.  Therefore, this bought a good condition to Japan for high international status.   

 To conclude, in the 19th century, China declined but Japan rose as a world power.  This was 
caused by mainly the success or failure of the reform movement and victory or defeat in foreign 
wars. 

 

 (ii) Student B 

 “During the second half of the nineteenth century, China’s international status was getting low, 
but Japan’s international status was getting high.” In the following I would like to give some examples 
to support this statement and tell you why did the situation happen. 

 

(c)  To the china, before the 1960, China was defeated in two Anglo Wars and signing the unequal 
treaties, at that tom their status wasn’t very low, but after the Sino-Japanese War, that she was 
defeated by a small asian country.  This exploit her weakness and that led to the scramble for 
concession, her status was lower and lower, and the boxer uprising held by Cixi also shown their 
weakness and it just led to the invasion of Expedition, the low international status of China was 
shown after the First World War in the Paris Peace Conference, that she was one of the victory, so 
she wanted to abolished all the unequal treaties with the defeated countries, but she was failed to do 
this and their request was reject by the western countries, and it was clearly shown that how the low 
international status the China has.  

  To the Japan, at the early 19th century, Japan status was very low, e.g. the coming of Perry and 
the signing of Edo.  It just a small asian country in the eyes of the western countries, but in 1894, 
she defeated China in the Sino-Japanese War, and signing of Shomonseki, made she have the same 
privilege of western in china, and in 1902, she signed the Anglo-Japanese alliance, it shown that her 
power is rising that she can signed the alliance with western and abolish the unequal treaties.  The 
victory of Russo-Japanese War, was really surprise the west, that she can defeat a western country, 
and this attract the western attention.  The most important is after WWI in the Paris Peace 
Conference.  She was recognised to a world power by the western country, she can be a member 
of the Big Five with Britain, USA, Italy and France, and also the member of four permanent in the 
League of Nation. And at that time she is already have a high international status. 

  To the China, the Sino-Japanese War would be discussed first, that she was defeated by a 
small asian country, and this exploited her weakness, because of the treaty of Shinoseki, she need to 
pay indemnity to Japan, so she need to borrow loan from the West and its started the foreign 
economical and political aggression.  Secondly, the defeated on Sino-Japanese War diectly led to 
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the Scramble for Concession, that the war shown the weakness of China, then the western countries 
started to partition China, and China become a semi-colonial of the West, at that time China was a 
low status.  Thirdly, the failure of Cixi to held the Boxer Uprising, it led to a chance for the Allied to 
invasion China, and sign of the Treaty Protocol, also the let of the Western countries to stationed in 
Chinese important cities, shown China was not respect by the West.  Fourly, the intervene of the 
First World War, at first China was to abolish the unequal treaties and to raise her international 
prestige and status, also to diver the internal discontent, she entered the allies in the First World War, 
but she was very disappointed, becaue in the Paris Peace Conference China should have the right to 
sbolished the unequal treaties with the Centre Power and also to pick back the right in Shandong, 
but the request by China was totally rejected by the Western countries, that it shown that although 
China was one of the victory power, she still don’t have the power to abolished the unequal treaties, 
shown that the international status of China was very low, even same as the defeated countries, 
didn’t have the right to speech. 

  

 To the Japanese, her international status was rising during the second half of the nineteenth 
century,  Firstly, there was the Sino-Japanese War, because of the raw material and oversea 
market in China, she held the war with China, at last, she was won, and it attract the Western 
countries that a small asian country can defeat a big asian country, and the signing of the Treaty of 
Shinonoseki made her to have the favourable treatment, extra-territorial, that same as the western 
have on China. Secondly, the Anglo-Japanese alliance in 1902, that the alliance was sign with the 
western country, and can abolish the unqueal treaties, it shown her status was rising, and was 
respect by the west.  Thirdly, the Russo-Japanese War, becaue of the right in China, a war 
between Russia and Japan, at first all western countries thought that Russia myst won, but at last 
Japan was the winner and it was shock the West, and it led to have more respect by the West and it 
also rise to become a world power, not only the Asian power.  Fourly, the allies to revenge 
Germany, and it won and it help the Japan to a big power in Versailles Conference, she can replace 
the right of Germany in Shandong and Pacific, at that time, she was nearly replace the dominent 
power in China, and the war also help her become one the Bog Five, and also the four permanent 
member in LN.  The Washington Conference, was held to discuss the new order, and also keep 
peace of East Asia and Pacific and Japan was the member, at that time she was recognised to be a 
World power not only the asian power, and her power was also conclidate. 

 

  All in all, Japan international status was getting high, but China was getting low in the second 
half of the nineteenth century because of many reasons, like the foreign help and war. 

NB: Student A (8+14=22 marks); Student B (4+5=9 marks) 

 

Q.1  Which student’s work is better?  

     Student A’s work                                                              

Q.2  Suggest any TWO reasons to support your answer.  

1. While Student B’s work consists of many irrelevant materials, Student A’s work is 

more relevant.;  
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2. While Student A’s work considers both the external and internal factors in 

explaining the changing international status of China and Japan, Student B’s work 

focuses on the internal factors only.                                         

Q.3  With reference to the work chosen in Q.1, can you suggest any TWO 

ways for improvement?  

1. To provide more historical facts to support the statement in part a and to explain 

part b.; 

2. To elaborate the sentences to make the discussion more logical and convincing; 

END 
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Worksheet   

For Students 

Essay-type question 

 

 

 

 

 

Exercise 1 

Part A  10% 
(15 minutes, 10 minutes for discussion, 5 minutes for checking answers.) 
 China Japan 

Keyword __________, __________, __________, __________, __________,   

__________. 

Standpoint ____________________ the statement 

Time span Second half of the 19th century: __________---__________ 

Evidence 

 

 

 

 

 

1858-60: Second Opium War and 

the____________________   

1885: _____________War 

1895: _____________ War and the 

Treaty of Shimonoseki 

1897-99: __________________ 

1900:_____________ Expedition 

1854:Coming of___________ 

1871:formal diplomatic relationship 

with __________ 

1875: ________ Island Issue 

1879: annexed the 

____________________ 

1895: _______________ War 

1897-99: gained ______ as the 

sphere of influence 

1900: __________ Expedition. 

2. (a)  “During the second half of the 19th century, China’s international status was getting low, 
but Japan’s international status was getting high.”  Elaborate this statement with relevant 
examples.               (10 marks) 

(b)  Give reasons to explain why the phenomenon mentioned in (a) happened.   
                (20 marks) 
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Topic sentences _____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_________________ 

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

_______________ 

 

Part B   20% 
(25 minutes, 15 minutes for discussion, 10 minutes for checking answers.) 

 China Japan 

Keywords _____________, __________________________. 

Leadership: incapable 

e.g. ____________, ____________,   

____________,  _____________, 

____________ … etc. 

Leadership: capable 

e.g. ____________, ____________,   

____________,  _____________, 

____________ … etc. 

Evidence: 

internal 

Reform: ________________ 

e.g. the __________, __________, 

__________led to ______ economic 

and military power 

Reform: _______________  

e.g. the ____________________, led 

to _______ military and economic 

power, Japanese unity…  

Foreign wars: __________ 

e.g. ____________________ War, 

____________________ War… . 

Foreign wars: __________ 

e.g. ____________________ War 

Evidence: 

external 

Attractiveness of the country: 

Geographically large (______ 

markets) and __________ in raw 

materials, so was very __________ to 

the European __________ Powers in 

the age of ____________________. 

Attractiveness of the country: 

Geographically small (______ 

markets) and __________ in raw 

materials, so was 

____________________ to the 

European industrialized Powers in the 

age of ____________________. 
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 Neighboring country: _______ 

e.g. Japan was ______________, no 

Powers to stop her, so the 

circumstance was not 

______________ to China in getting 

high international status. 

Neighboring country: _______ 

e.g. China was _______, provided a 

good _______ for Japanese 

expansion, so the circumstance was 

______________ to Japan in getting 

high international status. 

Paragraph 1: ___________________ 

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________ 

Paragraph 3: ___________________ 

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________ 

Topic sentences 

Paragraph 2: ___________________ 

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________ 

Paragraph 4: ___________________ 

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________ 
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Exercise 2 

Sample Papers: Students A and B 
(20 minutes for studying the samples and discussing the questions, another 20 
minutes for checking the answers.) 

 

Study the following essays from Students A and B, and then answer the following 
questions. 

i. Student A  

    During in 1850-1899, China’s international status was getting low, but Japan’s international 
status was getting high.  China was starting low of international status when she defeated some 
wars.  After Japan defeated in coming of perry, she was getting strong country in 1850-99.  
Because Japan had a successful modernization and won some wars.  But China was failure her 
reform (SSM, HDR) and some wars.  In the following I will explain this. 

   

   In China, she failure the second opium War and she signed the treaty of Nanjing.  She start 
the getting low of international status.  Then, she was defeated in Sino-French War in 1884-1885.  
She lost some territories by foreign (Britain, France).  There showed China’s international status 
was getting low.  Another, she defeated in Sino-Japanese War.  Importantly, she was defeated by 
a small Asia’s country and signed the treaty of Shimonoseki,  This showed her weak.  Also, the 
Scramble for Concession in 1898.  China was destroyed by foreign.  There facts showed China’s 
international status was getting low in 1850-1889.  

 In Japan, although, Japan had a national shame when coming of perry and the treaty of Edo.  
But she was successful her modernization and industrialization.  Therefore, she had strong power.  
She won in the Sino-Japanese.  She signed the treaty of Shimonoseki.  She had a equal right of 
foreign in China.  This showed Japan’s international status was getting high.  Then, Japan and 
influence sphere in Scramble for Concession.  That showed she also had a high international status 
when she and foreign also gain interests. 

 

  Why did China was getting low of international’s status in 1850-1899.  Because she failure to 
solve the external and internal problems in 1850-1899.  In international, the Taiping rebellion and 
some natural disaster led the country weak.  Then, China was failure the SSM and HDR.  The 
Cixi and Guangxu conflicted.  There were led the country weak.  Therefore, the foreign was 
easily occupied China.  This led the China’s international status was getting low.  Because she 
hadn’t power tight to foreign.  In external, she defeated in the Second Opium War and signed 
national shame with Chinese.  She defeated in Sino-French War in 1884 and lost some territories 
by foreign.  There led China’s international status was getting low in 1850-1899.  After, she 
defeated in Sino-Japanese War in 1894 and signed the treaty of Shimonoski.  Japan gained the 
sperial rights in China.  China didn’t protect Korea.  This bought a large national shame.  In 
1898, the Scramble for Concession broke out.  China was got by some foreign power,  This 
brought a large economic destroy.  Finally, her reform (SSM, HDR) were failure.  So, she hadn’t 
a power to fight for foreign.  Because she had not capital and strong army.  Therefore, China’s 
international status was getting low in 1850-99 when she defeated some war and signed some 
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unequal treaties.  This bought a large international shame to Chinese. 

  Why did Japan was getting high of international’s status.  Because she was successful her 
modernization and industrialization after the coming of Perry and treaty of Edo.  Her modernization 
successful gave Japan had a strong army and the better economic.  This was backup Japan win in 
war.  Japan got the Kurile Island in 1875 from Russia and hot the Liuqiu Island from China.  This 
brought a glory.  Her industrialization successful gave the military strong.  Them, Japan successful 
in some diplomic. Also, she win the Sino-Japanese War.  This showed her power and the 
successful of modernization.  Because the good army by Yamagata brought her win.  Then, 
foreign saw Japan had a great power.  Therefore, Japan should be gian some influence sphere in 
Scramble for Concession in 1898.  Then, she was suppress her rebellion when she started the 
modernization.  Therefore, this bought a good condition to Japan for high international status.   

 To conclude, in the 19th century, China declined but Japan rose as a world power.  This was 
caused by mainly the success or failure of the reform movement and victory or defeat in foreign 
wars. 

 

 (ii) Student B 

 “During the second half of the nineteenth century, China’s international status was getting low, 
but Japan’s international status was getting high.” In the following I would like to give some examples 
to support this statement and tell you why did the situation happen. 

 

(a)  To the china, before the 1960, China was defeated in two Anglo Wars and signing the 
unequal treaties, at that tom their status wasn’t very low, but after the Sino-Japanese War, that she 
was defeated by a small asian country.  This exploit her weakness and that led to the scramble for 
concession, her status was lower and lower, and the boxer uprising held by Cixi also shown their 
weakness and it just led to the invasion of Expedition, the low international status of China was 
shown after the First World War in the Paris Peace Conference, that she was one of the victory, so 
she wanted to abolished all the unequal treaties with the defeated countries, but she was failed to do 
this and their request was reject by the western countries, and it was clearly shown that how the low 
international status the China has.  

  To the Japan, at the early 19th century, Japan status was very low, e.g. the coming of Perry and 
the signing of Edo.  It just a small asian country in the eyes of the western countries, but in 1894, 
she defeated China in the Sino-Japanese War, and signing of Shomonseki, made she have the same 
privilege of western in china, and in 1902, she signed the Anglo-Japanese alliance, it shown that her 
power is rising that she can signed the alliance with western and abolish the unequal treaties.  The 
victory of Russo-Japanese War, was really surprise the west, that she can defeat a western country, 
and this attract the western attention.  The most important is after WWI in the Paris Peace 
Conference.  She was recognised to a world power by the western country, she can be a member 
of the Big Five with Britain, USA, Italy and France, and also the member of four permanent in the 
League of Nation. And at that time she is already have a high international status. 

(b)   To the China, the Sino-Japanese War would be discussed first, that she was defeated by a 
small asian country, and this exploited her weakness, because of the treaty of Shinoseki, she need to 
pay indemnity to Japan, so she need to borrow loan from the West and its started the foreign 
economical and political aggression.  Secondly, the defeated on Sino-Japanese War diectly led to 
the Scramble for Concession, that the war shown the weakness of China, then the western countries 
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started to partition China, and China become a semi-colonial of the West, at that time China was a 
low status.  Thirdly, the failure of Cixi to held the Boxer Uprising, it led to a chance for the Allied to 
invasion China, and sign of the Treaty Protocol, also the let of the Western countries to stationed in 
Chinese important cities, shown China was not respect by the West.  Fourly, the intervene of the 
First World War, at first China was to abolish the unequal treaties and to raise her international 
prestige and status, also to diver the internal discontent, she entered the allies in the First World War, 
but she was very disappointed, becaue in the Paris Peace Conference China should have the right to 
sbolished the unequal treaties with the Centre Power and also to pick back the right in Shandong, 
but the request by China was totally rejected by the Western countries, that it shown that although 
China was one of the victory power, she still don’t have the power to abolished the unequal treaties, 
shown that the international status of China was very low, even same as the defeated countries, 
didn’t have the right to speech. 

  

 To the Japanese, her international status was rising during the second half of the nineteenth 
century,  Firstly, there was the Sino-Japanese War, because of the raw material and oversea 
market in China, she held the war with China, at last, she was won, and it attract the Western 
countries that a small asian country can defeat a big asian country, and the signing of the Treaty of 
Shinonoseki made her to have the favourable treatment, extra-territorial, that same as the western 
have on China. Secondly, the Anglo-Japanese alliance in 1902, that the alliance was sign with the 
western country, and can abolish the unqueal treaties, it shown her status was rising, and was 
respect by the west.  Thirdly, the Russo-Japanese War, becaue of the right in China, a war 
between Russia and Japan, at first all western countries thought that Russia myst won, but at last 
Japan was the winner and it was shock the West, and it led to have more respect by the West and it 
also rise to become a world power, not only the Asian power.  Fourly, the allies to revenge 
Germany, and it won and it help the Japan to a big power in Versailles Conference, she can replace 
the right of Germany in Shandong and Pacific, at that time, she was nearly replace the dominent 
power in China, and the war also help her become one the Bog Five, and also the four permanent 
member in LN.  The Washington Conference, was held to discuss the new order, and also keep 
peace of East Asia and Pacific and Japan was the member, at that time she was recognised to be a 
World power not only the asian power, and her power was also conclidate. 

 

  All in all, Japan international status was getting high, but China was getting low in the second 
half of the nineteenth century because of many reasons, like the foreign help and war. 

 

Q.1  Which student’s work is better?  

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Q.2  Suggest any TWO reasons to support your answer.  

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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___________________________________________________________________________ 

Q.3  With reference to the work chosen in Q.1, can you suggest any TWO 

ways for improvement?  

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

END 


